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Abstract 

Phishing websites have become more common in recent years. Online financial services pose a major threat to data security. 

Common spamming methods (eg, BGP redirects, bots) and how long they last, characteristics of each spamming host and 

spamming botnets. Disruptions we model a multi-echelon system that experiences disruptions at any stage. An alternate location 

in the network should have strategies to meet the demand. Maintain strategic inventory levels and procure or transport materials 

across alternate locations and network do it. The fastest growing crime on the Internet. Several counter measures have been 

proposed over the years, one of which is SPEKE, an anti-phishing (APA) based on the Password Authenticated Key Exchange 

(PAKE) protocol. Features such as mutual authentication, forward secrecy are proposed. The challenge is that data analysts want 

to infer client-side behaviors from server data. However, a user's actions a web server must rely on incomplete data because only 

the region is reached. As a result of the continuous growth of users and the increase in unsolicited emails known as spam, spam 

filters have been introduced to detect various aspects of server-side and client-side anti-spam emails 
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1. Introduction 
Compared to malware attacks, phishing is a relatively new cybercrime. Phishing is a form of online fraud in which criminals 

imitate social engineering schemes (identification numbers, etc.) that can then be used illegally. Security software products are 

commonly known to protect against phishing websites use blacklist filtering against websites. But relatively little attention has 

been paid to the network-level characteristics of spam. To achieve this goal, the Aspire First Affiliate Fake website looks almost 

identical. Which books are checked imagine a library where only librarians know, but those book patrons also pull from the 

shelves. Spam ever becomes overloaded with mails bandwidth and emails server engines storage capacity. Currently, there are 

many mail service engines like Gmail, Yahoo etc.  

Phishing:"Phishing is a fraudulent attempt to steal your personal information, usually via email". Phishing detection is a 

challenging problem. This survey is a comprehensive computer on phishing techniques and research counter measures Provides 

review. Previous studies and taxonomies have focused on one particular aspect anti-phishing tools or failure provides; the 

taxonomy proposed in this research is multidimensional, it is single differentiates itself from previous ones by focusing on 

dimensional. 

Network Management: When a mobile agent manages a device, it is given access to administrative information stored on the 

managed device. The mobile agent then executes in the context provided to complete the required task. Once the task is 

complete, the agent will send the message before hanging up the phone the result is sent to the network management station by 

the program. The management task requires several instructions from the managed device and network management station. 

This scenario extends the first scenario by having a network where a management station sends multiple SNMP requests to 

managed clients, performing a specific task. The node instructs a static agent located at a device-managed location to do so. As 

before, the task can set multiple configuration variables of the managed device or get the state of multiple configuration 

variables, managed device. It can set a configuration variable to be managed, It gets a device status or configuration variable 

managed device 

Authentication: Our approach separates the claimed and real identity queried web page to make the correct decision. The actual 

identity of the current web page is derived from this domain name. When we query keywords, the requested identifier is btained 

from the returned search results. Phishing attacks can't be prevented - tel. Therefore, the can also target delivery-time passwords 

for those services to phishers. Also try to access users' account names and sensitive information. These are both types of attacks 

are beyond the scope of this article. Also, we will not discuss compromised users' computers, e.g. Root Kids and Key Lockers ull 

Control fousers interactive behavior of personal computer monitors. The original user inputs are monitored, stored and 

ransmitted by the attackers with sensitive information including usernames and passwords. Finally, we are not discussing 

compromising a sensitive website stored on the server. 

Client-side: As mentioned in the introduction, the watershed definition solutions presented in the literature require a server 

when offered as a service. The delineation task is not computationally expensive once the water is shed. However, handling this 

process on the server is not a trivial task - thousands of applications are provisioned on demand when accessed by users. It is 
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computationally expensive for service providers to perform such a calculation of each user's demand. This workload means that 

the server-side water color drawing tools hand over the handling of the work to the client-side. A defective entire data can be 

reported to the client side, as mentioned above the data is a this can be overcome by encoding lower DEM resolutions as images.  

Server: First, the company determines which traffic zone the vehicle is in by applying a matching algorithm to the GPS-filtered 

recording location through point-to-curve mapping. Heavy rains in Yangon, Myanmar, Myanigon, Sawtwingon, Ad and 8 Mile 

Junction may experience occasional traffic jams and during peak hours, vehicles may be delayed in the morning. It is more 

crowded in the evening. After detecting the current location, traffic increases based on that historical data, learning when, how 

often, and how regularly. Then the behavior of the vehicle is analyzed from its GPS records. This means that the time segment 

often accounts for the velocity under the threshold and the distance between segments is shorter for the farthest threshold. 

Finally, the system integrates vehicle information and landmark historical data. The end result is saved to cloud storage for 

future traffic detection Practice example. Our server side image spam filter subsystem serves.  

Library user education: Knowledge of how to use a large library should be in good standing for students throughout their lives. 

This is one of the purposes of higher education for students to find good information for themselves, professionals to update 

them. A large academic library for a new student understandably threatened; perhaps there was little access to school and public 

libraries. In addition, the explosion in recently published materials made it more difficult for students to find relevant materials. 

User education programs can help initiate the new user into the mysteries of the library and alleviate anxiety. Students although 

not directly expressing the need for instruction, such instruction may make their search more effective at different times and 

sources used. Of course setting goals, next steps should consider methods and media used.    

 

2. DEMATEL Method 

Between 1972 and 1976 DEMATEL is one of the multi-criteria decision makers. To extract the complex structure of a complex 

problem DEMATEL method is widely used. The objective of DEMATEL is to scale from a complex system and the relationship 

between causal dimensions it is to model the understandable structure of that system. When measuring complexity, the cause and 

effect relationship of the criteria can be clearly seen.. When measuring complexity, the cause-effect relationship of the criteria 

can be clearly seen. It depicts the basic concept of Indicates the strength of the influence of numbers the contextual relationship 

between the elements of a system. 

 

Network 

level 

protection Authentication 

Client-

side 

tools 

Server-

side 

filters 

and 

classifiers 

User 

Education 

      

Sum 

Network level 

protection 0 5 2 6 2 15 

Authentication 3 0 1 4 2 10 

Client-side tools 2 1 0 3 4 10 

Server-side filters 

and classifiers 1 3 2 0 3 9 

User Education 2 3 1 1 0 7 

 

TABLE 1. Data Set 

TABLE 1 shows that DEMATEL in Network level protection, Authentication, Client-side tools ,  Server-side filters and 

classifiers, User Education Sum of all parameters given in high value. The table 1, given 15 is highest value. 

 

 
FIGURE 1. Data Set 

 

Figure 1 shows that DEMATEL in Network level protection , Authentication,  Client-side tools ,  Server-side filters and 

classifiers, User Education Sum of all parameters given in high value. The table 1, given 15 is highest value. 
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TABLE 2. Normalization of  direct relation matrix 

 

 

Network 

level 

protection Authentication 

Client-

side 

tools 

Server-side 

filters and 

classifiers 

User 

Education 

Network level 

protection 0 0.333333 0.133333 0.4 0.133333 

Authentication 0.2 0 0.066667 0.266667 0.133333 

Client-side tools 0.133333 0.066667 0 0.2 0.266667 

Server-side 

filters and 

classifiers 0.066667 0.2 0.133333 0 0.2 

User Education 0.133333 0.2 0.066667 0.066667 0 

 

Table 2 shows that the Normalizing of direct relation matrix in Network level protection , Authentication , Client-side tools, 

Server-side filters and classifiers, User Education. The diagonal value of all the data set is zero.   

 

TABLE 3. Calculate the total relation matrix 

Calculate the total relation matrix 

 

Network 

level 

protection Authentication 

Client-

side 

tools 

Server-

side filters 

and 

classifiers 

User 

Education 

Network level 

protection 0 0.333333 0.133333 0.4 0.133333 

Authentication 0.2 0 0.066667 0.266667 0.133333 

Client-side 

tools 0.133333 0.066667 0 0.2 0.266667 

Server-side 

filters and 

classifiers 0.066667 0.2 0.133333 0 0.2 

User 

Education 0.133333 0.2 0.066667 0.066667 0 

 

TABLE 4. I 

I 

1 0 0 0 0 

0 1 0 0 0 

0 0 1 0 0 

0 0 0 1 0 

0 0 0 0 1 

Table  4 given that the Identity matrix. The matrix diagonal line got values one other values is zero. 

 

TABLE 5. Y 

Y 

0 0.33333333 0.133333 0.4 0.133333 

0.2 0 0.066667 0.266667 0.133333 

0.133333333 0.06666667 0 0.2 0.266667 

0.066666667 0.2 0.133333 0 0.2 

0.133333333 0.2 0.066667 0.066667 0 

Table 5 shows Y value the value got in table 2 normalized data. 

 

TABLE 6. I-Y 

I-Y 

1 -0.33333333 -0.13333 -0.4 -0.13333 

-0.2 1 -0.06667 -0.26667 -0.13333 

-0.133333333 -0.06666667 1 -0.2 -0.26667 

-0.066666667 -0.2 -0.13333 1 -0.2 

-0.133333333 -0.2 -0.06667 -0.06667 1 

 

Table 6 calculated the I-Y value. All values are negative but diagonal line values are positive values.     
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TABLE 7. (I-Y)-1 

 (I-Y)-1 

1.327596 0.744621 0.375076666 0.840919 0.5445 

0.400621 1.354531 0.25177938 0.599889 0.421139 

0.337803 0.395215 1.173474012 0.509376 0.512537 

0.273246 0.458666 0.271159184 1.314697 0.432837 

0.297874 0.427114 0.196674978 0.353705 1.219853 

 

Table 7 calculated the (I-Y)-1 value. All values are positive values 

 

TABLE 8. Total Relation matrix (T) 

Total Relation matrix (T) Ri 

0.327596 0.744621 0.375077 0.840919102 0.5445 2.832712 

0.400621 0.354531 0.251779 0.599888716 0.421139 2.02796 

0.337803 0.395215 0.173474 0.509375863 0.512537 1.928405 

0.273246 0.458666 0.271159 0.314696826 0.432837 1.750604 

0.297874 0.427114 0.196675 0.353705136 0.219853 1.495221 

Ci 1.637139 2.380148 1.268164219 2.618586 2.130866 

 

Table 8 shows the total correlation matrix, the direct correlation matrix, Multiplied by the inverse of the direct correlation matrix 

value subtracted from the identity matrix. 

TABLE 9. Ri & Ci 

Ri Ci 

2.832711929 1.637139 

2.027960031 2.380148 

1.928405376 1.268164 

1.750604367 2.618586 

1.495220913 2.130866 

Table 9 shows. All values are positive values.  

 

 
FIGURE 2. Ri & Ci 

 

TABLE 10. RI+Ci & Ri-Ci, Rank, Identity 

Ri+Ci Ri-Ci Rank Identity 

4.469851 1.195573 1 cause 

4.408108 -0.35219 2 cause 

3.19657 0.660241 5 effect 

4.36919 -0.86798 3 effect 

3.626087 -0.63564 4 effect 
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FIGURE 3. RI+Ci & Ri-Ci, Rank, Identity 

 

 
 

FIGURE 4 graphs is shows in ranking 

 

TABLE 11. T matrix 

T matrix 

0.327596 0.744621 0.375077 0.840919 0.5445 

0.400621 0.354531 0.251779 0.599889 0.421139 

0.337803 0.395215 0.173474 0.509376 0.512537 

0.273246 0.458666 0.271159 0.314697 0.432837 

0.297874 0.427114 0.196675 0.353705 0.219853 

 

3. Conclusion 

Configuring computer networks changes network operators. Assignments. There are two main reasons why a network is difficult 

to manage: 

 Constantly changing network status 

 Low-level network configuration for each device 

To convert wave currents into electricity, wave current converters are placed in the wave current, where they use the kinetic 

energy of the moving water. Unlike traditional hydropower production, they do not require dams or stagnation. In-stream tidal is 

a form of renewable energy. Like renewable energy sources such as wind, sunlight or wave, in-stream tidal is an intermediate 

resource. When measuring complexity, the cause and effect relationship of the criteria can be clearly seen. This article 

evaluations many packages of DEMATEL the use of awesome weight schemes and different distance measurements, and 

compares the results of different weights formerly used by DEMATEL techniques with a vast sort of data. DEMATEL methods 

are the best solution short Distance and negativity—determines the long-distance solution from the best solution, but the 

comparison of these distances is not considered significant.  
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